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Edited transcript of a video interview with Simon Taylor conducted by John Tolson
at Goulceby, Lincolnshire on 17th August 2010. Transcribed by Simon Taylor himself
on 2nd January 2014.

[0:00:17] Taylor:
I’m Simon Taylor. I was an engineer on BAS ships for about twenty seasons, on and off, and
. . . that’s me. Oh yes! I’m at home in Lincolnshire on the 17th of August in two thousand
and ten. I’ve been retired from BAS for about fifteen years now – we’ll come to that.
Thirteen, anyway.
[0:00:45] Tolson:
Tell me about your very early days, Simon – where you were born, siblings, and what Dad
was doing.
Taylor:
Right. I was born in 1942 in Haslemere, where my mother was evacuated, just for the
purpose of having a baby, from London where my father was working in the Ministry of
Aircraft Production (in London) and obviously Mum was moved out to avoid the bombs. I
was the eldest of three children and by the time the second came along, my sister, we were
living in Hertfordshire because Dad seemed to be attached to De Havillands, with the aircraft
production – and then by the time I was five the war had ended and we actually lived in a
boat on the river at Rochester, for four or five years. In the course of that I was sent away to
a boarding school at the age of seven and (after a couple of years at a dame school in
Rochester, which was called the Chestnut School I seem to remember, run by Miss Snowden
Smith) . . . and I went to a prep school in Littlehampton, and then at the age of fourteen I
went to a small public school which was in Wiltshire, in West Lavington, called Dauntsey’s
School. And so I’ve only been to three schools in my life. I left school about eighteen and
started a University Apprenticeship (which was called a ‘Thick Sandwich’ . . . rather
appropriate) with Rolls-Royce in Derby. I had to find that before I could get the place in
university, and I had to get the place in university before I could get into Rolls-Royce, so that
was one of those things, even in those days. And so a year in Derby, being shown round the
works, and then . . . (seeing roughly how aero engines were made) and then three years at
Southampton University getting an engineering degree and spending the Long Vacs back in
Derby at the works.
[0:03:09] Tolson:
As a matter of interest, do you think your father influenced you because of his own
aeronautical background?
Taylor:
Going to Rolls-Royce was pretty much by chance. It was ‘Where could I get an engineering
apprenticeship?’ really. But yes, I’ve always loved aeroplanes. He was an aero-modeller
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before the war, in his youth. I’ve never got as good with my hands as he was. I’ve always
been a spanners man. I got quite good at mending aeroplane engines. After the
apprenticeship I was a Service Engineer for a couple of years and went on . . . the Belfast
aircraft was my speciality. It had four Tyne engines of 5,000 horsepower each (and only
weighed about a ton each) and we took it . . . it was new, going into service with the Royal
Air Force. It was a Shorts, made in Belfast, and we took it to Libya in the summer of 1966 to
see how it worked in temperatures of +40 Centigrade, and then the following winter we went
to Canada for two months and took it up to the Hudson Bay (at Fort Churchill) and see how it
went at -40 Centigrade. That was its spec. It did pretty well at both, and that was a good job.
I enjoyed that. But after that because I had a degree they really wanted me back in the office,
and as a sort of interim they posted me at London Airport where there was an overhaul base
for British European Airways, and I did that for a year. But I could see the office looming,
and my father in the mean time he’d packed up in England and gone to live in the West
Highlands of Scotland doing interesting things like running a mail bus and running a ferry
boat and so on, and so I packed up in . . . I resigned from Rolls-Royce and went off to live in
Scotland and help out with Dad’s various enterprises. Unfortunately I didn’t get on very well
working with him. Every time there was a problem we’d each see immediately how to solve
it, but they were completely different methods. [Laughs] So after a year or thereabouts I was
lucky enough to get a job as a Mountaineering Instructor at Loch Eil Centre (which was run
by the Dulverton Trust – it’s just outside Fort William, about seven miles along the road
towards Mallaig). It’s now an Outward Bound School and rather ‘dumbed down’, I feel, but
at the time I had a happy couple of years working as a Mountaineering Instructor in Scotland,
during which time I’d met a few people who’d been to the Antarctic and were always very
enthusiastic about it. However, I wasn’t going to be a star mountaineer. I went . . . more a
hill-walker than anything else – I also taught sailing and canoeing – and so I thought I’d
better go back to being an engineer before I forgot how to do it, and I got a job
commissioning the new aluminium smelter which was being built at that time (it would have
been 1971, I think) in Invergordon, and the people working there on commissioning were
obviously Scottish Highland sort of people and engineers, which meant that they were largely
ex ship’s engineers and that gave me an idea, and so when we finished commissioning the
aluminium smelter and handed it over to the British Aluminium Company I went looking for
a job as a marine engineer, and got one. I had a happy couple of years tramping round the
world in bulk carriers, small bulk carriers going up funny little creeks in Australia and Japan
and in the United States and Canada, but it was all rather harum-scarum – the accountants
were making us run around with rather shaky machinery, and my feeling was (having been a
sailing instructor amongst other things) was that no ship should go to sea without sails
anyway, and to have to go with shaky machinery didn’t appeal very much, and so I was ready
for a change by the time I made it to Second Engineer after a couple of years, and at the end
of one trip I came back and Ian Sykes (ex-Fid, known to many), he said ‘Oh, why don’t you
go to BAS? They run a couple of ships, and you’d like to see the Antarctic’ which was
absolutely true – I was quite keen from my, sort of, Scottish climbing circles that I was . . .
going to see what it was all about.
[0:07:47] So I walked into the . . . I went down to Cambridge and walked into the little
office, in Saint Stephen’s Green I think, if I remember rightly – and saw Jim Conroy, who
said yes, there’s a vacancy for a Fourth Engineer (and I was sailing Second at the time). If
you’d be interested in that I’ll arrange for you to go down to see the Chief Engineer. The
ship was in Southampton. So just a few days later I got down to Southampton, went on the
ship, asked for the Chief Engineer, and he wasn’t there. So I was interviewed by Stuart
Lawrence, who was the Captain, who was younger than I am (or was then – he still is,
fortunately). But it was nice to see a Captain who was younger than I was, because of course
I didn’t go to sea until I was thirty years old anyway, and he wasn’t even that I think when he
saw me, probably – or he might have been thirty-two – and he handed me over to the Third
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Engineer (who was a great character – Larry Buchanan) . . . showed me round the ship.
When we came out of the Engine Room (I’d taken . . . I was quite keen on getting this job
with BAS and so I’d actually made some studies all about the Bransfield, which had been
written up in the technical press because it was quite an interesting ship anyway. It had only
been built a couple of years before and I’d read the articles about it, so we came out of the
Engine Room and Larry said to Stuart ‘He knows more about this ship than I do!’ So Stuart
said ‘Right, we can offer you a job. We can’t have a Second Engineer sailing as Fourth.
You’ll have to come as an Extra Third.’ And then he said ‘There’s a vacancy for Chief.
How do you feel about being Chief ?’ So I was a bit aghast, and so – much younger
obviously then – and so I said ‘Well. I think I’d cope, but it wasn’t at all what I had in mind.’
We’d already established that my reason for wanting to go on the Bransfield was because I
wanted to see the Antarctic, and the thought of trying to cope with being Chief Engineer . . .
I wouldn’t have seen a thing. But fortunately I was spared that embarrassment because
within a week or so Bob Chant came along and took the job as Chief Engineer, and he was a
properly qualified experienced man. And we all got on like a house on fire. So that was me
joining BAS, at the age of – well, in 1975 I must have been 33 . . . thereabouts, I suppose, as
an established Second Engineer, Merchant Navy, travelling as a carefree Extra Third on a
properly-run ship which got everything right before it left port, not like the commercial ones
I’d been on before.
[0:10:38] Tolson:
Tell me, Simon, how . . . seeing this ship that you had read so much about, you knew about,
and now sailing in her – as a . . . from an engineering front did she impress you now, or was
she just like any other ship, or what?
Taylor:
No, no! She was quite different. She was much smaller, and she was diesel-electric.
Everything was sort of clean. She only ran on light fuel, which is a thing we did with all our
ships in the Antarctic – still do, running on diesel fuel (whereas commercial ships normally,
once they get out of port they change over to heavy fuel, and all the fuel lines have to be
traced with steam pipes to keep the fuel from going solid on its way to the engine, and then
when you come to port you have to remember to change over to diesel before you come in
otherwise you stop the engines on heavy and find you can’t get them started again, so the
result was that when you’re running on heavy oil everything tends to get black because the
engineers’ hands get black with everything they do, and they put them on handrails, and then
things get put down on the floor and then you walk through it and it’s pretty disgusting
actually) whereas these Antarctic ships were all clean and beautiful really by comparison.
Not totally clean because lube oil’s not clean, but much much better. But the main thing was
. . . I remember we were in Southampton getting ready for the trip and I found a valve that
was worn. The spindle was worn and it wasn’t going to last much longer . . . pointed it out to
the Chief (because I’d had jobs like that put back like that in the previous company – they’d
say ‘Oh no. We can’t afford that. You’ll have to make do.’) – but Alan just said (Alan
Allison) ‘Well, get a new one.’ So we fitted a new valve. ‘We don’t muck around like that
in this company’ he said. So it was a jolly good start. And one of the things – I’m going to
come round to it in a minute – was, sailing South on the Bransfield, because we didn’t take
anything to bits very much on the trip (We did much less maintenance than commercial
companies tend to because the ship was always going to be needed, for action. You never
knew when a gale was going to blow up or an iceberg was going to come bumping by or
something, so you didn’t take things to bits any more than you could possibly avoid.) – so the
Second Engineer, who was Cliff Nicholls, said to me before we sailed (me joining about, oh,
several weeks before we sailed) ‘One thing you’ll need on this job is a hobby’. He himself
used to put ships in bottles, as you Jack will probably remember. But I decided I was going
to do photography, because I liked that. I’d done a bit at school, and so on. I brought down
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my reflex camera, and I bought an enlarger. (At that time you could buy quite cheaply a
Russian enlarger that folded up into a little briefcase. It was a very high-quality job,
obviously made for spies but it was just the job for using in a ship’s cabin.) As it turned out
the Bransfield was practically ideal as an amateur darkroom. The cabin was just big enough
and you had flat surfaces and a wash basin. The temperature was always twenty degrees so
all the chemicals came out of the cupboard exactly right – you didn’t have to mess about with
a bit of hot water and trying to get it right, and it going off while you were printing. The ship
was nor . . . (in the Antarctic) was normally stopped at night, and so things were calm. You
had time to work. There wasn’t a lot of vibration because it was well-built. Anti-vibration
mounts, I suppose, off the engines – I’m not certain whether she did, but in any case vibration
[when stopped] was not a problem on that ship. The window box on the cabin was suitable
for making a black-out, so before leaving Southampton I bought a sheet of plywood and some
strips of wood and some panel pins, and knocked up a blank that fitted exactly. There was a
curtain behind the door – you could keep the light from coming under the door. So I got
myself all set up, and was actually producing pictures as we went round, which . . . I’ll show
you some . . . well, now I suppose . . .
[0:15:16] Tolson:
Simon, before we get onto any pictures, which I know are a fascinating memory of those
earlier years . . . The voyage down, through the tropics – there were . . . the scientists were
on board. It was a very, sort of, involved . . . you got on well with the teamship of the
scientists and the technicians who we carried, and that voyage must have been quite
fascinating, sort of getting to know people, getting to know some who’d perhaps been there
before, and giving you a sense of feeling about what you were getting into.
Taylor:
Yes. For me the whole ship fitted. All the people on board were people I could identify with,
really, whether they be Cambridge people or Fids, cooks, whatever because I’d had various
experiences before. As I say, I was already thirty-something and I worked with people of all
sorts, if you like – and the outdoor sort of practical side of things, having lived in the
Highlands where life was very much do-it-yourself, and been up into the Scottish mountains
at least and so I could identify with those who were going down as GAs and so on, and so
yes, I spent quite a lot of time in and out of the Fiddery . . .
[0:16:47] and the Wardroom was a delight for me too because we had all these (they probably
joined later on actually, in Montevideo didn’t they?) . . . but all the experts and the senior
people who had been there for years, people like Brian Roberts I remember, who was the
main architect of the Antarctic Treaty, wasn’t he? And also . . . He had a Ph.D. – told me all
about how he’d come back from the (you’ll have to tell me which) expedition . . . it was in
the 1930s – Rymill, wasn’t it? He’d come back from that and gone back to Cambridge and
tried to persuade them that he could take a Ph.D. in Antarctic birds, and they told him that
Ornithology was not a suitable subject. But he persuaded them, and got his Doctor in that.
Another chap who came down was the . . . [one of the] senior chaps in Atmospherics – Roy
Piggott – and he was a delight as well. He'd never got a second degree at all. He was too
busy, during the war. He used to tell us about how, being a Radio man, he’d been involved in
bending the beams that sent the German bombers across, and he told me that they’d actually
managed to send the ones that were intended for Liverpool over to Dublin . . . Shsh! I
shouldn’t say that! He’s dead now, bless him. Whether that was true or not I don’t know . . .
because the Irish were thought to be giving quite a lot of support to the Germans at one time,
during the war. So, met some really very interesting people, and as I say from an engineering
point of view the ship was very well conceived and built, and it was a pleasure to operate, and
not too arduous really. It went well.
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[0:18:31] Tolson:
So, a nice gentle, very interesting entry in. And then you arrive in Port Stanley. First
impressions of Port Stanley? Everyone seems to have strong first impressions.
Taylor:
I liked it, very much. Yes, I liked the small community, and the sort of independence. That
was a thing, of course, of going to sea in those days, before people had invented satellite email or even telephones. Once a ship got away it was pretty much its own little community,
and Stanley was rather like that – you know, it was a long way from the rest of the world, and
full of charming idiosyncratic characters. I liked it, but we were taken under our wing rather .
. . the Second Engineer, Cliff Nicholls, had told me the chap you want to see was John
Smith. John had started the Museum I think, and he’d bought the Lady Elizabeth to save it
from destruction . . . he did indeed. He was a friend of Larry the Third and Cliff the Second,
and became a friend of me as well, as Extra Third. He took us around, out into the camp in
his old Land-Rover and we visited the lighthouse, which was in full operation at that time
(1975), and we saw the lighthouse keepers working and the old glass lenses going round on
their bed of mercury, with a weight that went down the middle, and you had go up every
twenty minutes to wind the weight up, so that the keeper didn’t fall asleep – it was designed,
you know, rather than make it run too long. They had a tea point down at the bottom of the
tower and the three of them had their (there were three keepers) . . . they had their three seats.
They all sat there with their mugs of tea, and out on the shed outside the window there were
three mirrors, all set at exactly the angle so each man, sitting in his own place, could see the
light – to make sure it was still on. And there were chicken and sheep running around and
things. It was great. So that was John Smith taking us out and showing us round in the LandRover, with his young family at the time, then two sons and a daughter. And they’re still in
Stanley as far as I know, bless ’em.
[0:21:05] Tolson:
I’m going to stop there, just for a colour balance check.
[0:21:11] Tolson:
Here we are, running again on Tape One with Simon Taylor.
Taylor:
We were talking about Stanley – Port Stanley – and I have got a couple of photographs that I
took at the time. One that interested me particularly was a pile of peat. Where . . . peat
digging . . . just outside the town. When I’d been living in the Highlands [of Scotland] I’d cut
some peat myself and we always used a special thing we called a Peat Knife, which you
drove down with your foot. It was a narrow – maybe only four or five inches wide – blade
and then another blade at right angles to it . . . L-shaped thing. You made long thin sausages,
more or less square section, maybe four inches square and a foot long, and carefully built
them up in such a way that the water would run off them, and you had a very tidy peat stack.
In Stanley they just piled in with a garden spade and filled up the trailer behind the LandRover and . . . great big muscles, that was the way. And there’s a picture here [0:22:15] of
Peat Cutting, Stanley Style.
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And another picture [0:22:20] of Mark Stevens (our Cadet that trip, who had come from
British and Commonwealth, if I’m right) standing by the whalebone arch outside the
cathedral in Stanley.

So those are my pictures of Stanley, at that time. We would have stayed, probably, four or
six days usually on a trip to Stanley. At that time it was possible to fly out through
Argentina, but most people would have joined us in Montevideo anyway, where we would
have stopped on the way down, again for three or four days. And . . . the Fids actually were
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issued with their Antarctic gear in Stanley, from the Store that we had in the town at that
time. We had permanent staff in Stanley looking after the gear, taking it in presumably when
they were northbound as well – or some of it.
So we set out, everybody sort of properly equipped and refreshed, and set out first for South
Georgia, on our way to Halley, which I think on that trip is where we went next, as far as I
remember. That seems fairly typical.
[0:23:38] South Georgia at that time had only been stopped whaling about ten years, and all
the sheds were in good condition, the doors were all locked, the Fids were living in King
Edward Point and they were still using the (the caretaker had only just left – the old
Norwegian caretaker) . . . they were still using his little boat, with the little Norwegian diesel
engine, round the harbour and so on. There was one building where you could go in
(probably having got the key from the Chief Fid) and you could just open a handwheel on a
valve – a big water valve on a big pipe, which I think was under the floor so you just had this
wheel . . . open the valve and the lights would come on because it had its own hydro-electric
scheme, which worked. Unfortunately a few years later that came to grief, because I think
the Fids were having a party in there and it caught fire, which was . . . [laughs] . . . sad. But
it’s very sad that by the time I had left, let’s say some twenty years later, Grytviken was a
wreck, really. But at that time it was all there, you know . . . there were shelves of spares for
all the engines and it really could almost have been started up again, with only a month’s
work, I should think. But obviously one didn’t want to encourage whaling any more. So we
left there after a very interesting trip, seeing the Fids’ base – the first one we’d seen, and all
this industrial archaeology was quite a thing, and we headed down to the Antarctic proper.
[0:25:25] As far as I remember we went past – it might have been that year – we went past . .
. South Shetlands? [actually South Sandwich Islands, ref. Lawrence interview] and there was
an Argentine base there that we hadn’t been told about, and we made a point (they called it
Soledad – ‘Solitude’) . . . but it was settled on what we thought was British territory, and
because it was contentious politically nobody told us that there was an operating base in the
South Shetland . . . well it wasn’t the South Shetlands – what were they called? South of
Signy, further south. Anyway, it was on the road to Halley and it would have been very
useful to us if we’d been in difficulty in the Weddell Sea, and the Foreign Office hadn’t seen
fit to tell us that there was an operating base there that doubtless would have given assistance
had we needed it. So Stewart made a point of sailing within sight and taking pictures of it
and then reporting he’d ‘discovered’ this base which he knew perfectly well they knew about.
He wasn’t going to be kept in ignorance. He had heard about it by the back door.
[0:26:38] Now we got down to the Antarctic proper, down to Halley. Now I’m going to
show you here pictures of fun and games on the ice.
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[0:26:53] I got involved along with other ship’s officers in helping with the work on the ice,
getting the equipment from the ship to the base, and there’re some pictures here of a Sno-Cat
which had fallen in a hole and turned its pontoon (its forward track) clean over, ripped the
track off and (it wasn’t very far from the ship at that time) I remember I and Robin Plumley
(who actually took most of these pictures – these ones) went to help sort them out and tow
them back to the ship, which we did satisfactorily.
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And The Boss was Pete Witty, who had been on that little operation – in practice the boss
was Pete Witty . . . had been diesel mech. at Halley . . . and that was the sort of fun and
games we got up to down there.
I had a very good two days off, really, it might have been my second trip, but we were forty
miles away from base because the ice wasn’t suitable close to the base and I actually got
roped in – because all the Fids had been driving these Sno-Cats backwards and forwards with
trailers [sledges] full of stuff from the ship for the coming winter season, and there wasn’t
anybody to drive the darned things. The cargo was going off and there was nothing much for
me to do because as I said the ship was always kept ready to go. We weren’t hauling the
engines to bits at every opportunity – we were keeping everything together. So there was the
Fourth Engineer, or Extra Third if you like, unoccupied, and there was a shortage of drivers,
so I got a job (along with the Fid Doctor – I think his name was Don Hanley, one of the new
ones coming down with us) taking a Sno-Cat and its trailer all the way up to Halley and
spending a night up there and then coming back again, driving the drum line in bad
conditions – whiteout, stop, pitch tent, spend hours in the tent until the wind dropped and the
whiteout dispersed, then finishing the trip back to the ship. So that was pretty good for me. I
remember going down this shaft into Halley (Four, I suppose it was – I remember they’d cut
lino marquetry in the floor in the Mess Room and they had a map of Antarctica on the floor –
it was that one anyway. There can’t be many where they did that.) and seeing the deep freeze
tunnel – none of your machinery at all, it was just a tunnel out from the base in the snow.
And they told me that once they got twenty feet down, I think, that the temperature inside the
snow was always Annual Mean, which was about minus twenty Centigrade. By that time it
was well below twenty feet below the surface, and so they didn’t need any equipment to
maintain a comfortable storage temperature. And then there was the famous Black Hole,
which was the latrine. It was nothing but a deep hole down into the snow with a plank with a
hole in it, basically, across the top. There were glorious stories about various things getting
dropped in there and retrieved. So that was the Halley I went to see. And then it was out and
back up, probably via Signy Island and possibly Stanley again, and down the Antarctic
Peninsula.
[0:30:42] So. We’ve got lots of pictures to look at here. One of the great things about it was
– at that time – there was much less Health and Safety and much less control from UK, and
so we used to get out on jollies, like here’s a Sunday afternoon when I’d been up to the top of
Neny Island with the Third Mate, Hugh Monckton, and we’d . . . able to take this picture of
Roman Four [IV] from an altitude that looks as though we were flying. But we weren’t –
we’d just been mountaineering. [0:31:23] We got right to the top with our ice axes and
crampons. We weren’t able to get quite to the summit – it’s quite difficult, actually – because
we hadn’t taken a rope and we came upon a steep snow ridge that obviously wasn’t to be
tackled without a rope so we came back down again, but we did get a nice picture.
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There’s more pictures here of fun and games – we had a photographer with us – a film maker,
Edwin Mickleburgh – and he was making a film and he wanted pictures of the ship in the ice.
I can’t remember exactly where this was but I think it was on the way to Halley, [actually it
was on the way to Adelaide, ref. my memory later] but we were set down on the . . . again
Alan Allison gave me a shout (the Chief Engineer) and said that (he knowing that I was one
for getting out and about) ‘They’re going on the ice, Simon. Would you like to go?’ – ‘Yes,
please!’ and off we went, and we all stood on this ice floe and the ship sailed round us while
Edwin photographed us [and it] with his cine camera, and I took a couple of pictures of the
ship steaming from a sea level, in the ice. [0:32:19]
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There’s another one here of an Emperor Penguin [0:32:32]

It’s not quite like the ones that you see in the books, but it’s still . . . it came out nice and
sharply. I like that one. Generally, when all this . . . Oh! Here’s another! Just a little one.
We’d gone into Palmer . . . on the way down . . . we used to take . . . at that time we went into
the States and picked up supplies for Palmer Base on Anvers Island, on our way down. It
was part of sort of co-operation with the Americans, and they gave us fuel in exchange – they
gave us all our diesel fuel [not to be taken too literally] . . . we topped up with very good
American fuel at . . . what did I call it? – Mayport, wasn’t it? . . . And here’s a picture taken at
Palmer Base (the American Base) where we’d landed a party of Fids and they were looking
around and they’d come back . .. they wanted to come back for a meal time, but the crew
obviously weren’t running the boat at that time, they’d stopped for the meal I think, and
they’re . . . (it might have just been a tea break – but whatever) . . . and so the Fids had
commandeered an ice floe, and all stood on this ice floe and pulled their way along the rope.
[0:33:37]
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Health and safety . . . Pah! It was great! FIDS was fun in those days.
Where have I got to? I was down near Rothera, wasn’t I? Yes, there are a lot of pictures here
actually of the building of the first two-storey building – wooden building – in Rothera,
which . . . we may look at one or two. I’ll not comment on them just at the moment. We’ll
slot them in. Right, that was Rothera. Here are some more pictures, aren’t there? Oh yes!
While we were actually tied up at Palmer the American research ship which was a very small
wooden-hulled (mainly because that was anti-magnetic, I think) research ship . . .
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came alongside the Bransfield and she took the cargo along to Palmer’s jetty, which we
couldn’t get alongside ourselves.

So there’s the Hero, a couple of pictures of Hero,
and at that point also a Twin Otter came up from Rothera and picked up people who had to be
there in a hurry, [0:35:04]
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and there it is over-flying the ship, quite low, as they often did. So that was that. While
we’re onto Twin Otters we might as well go straight onto these which were not that season I
think, probably the next. At the end of the season they . . . BAS flying was a very glamorous
occupation really, but they’d got to the end of the season and they had to load up very heavily
for this long ferry flight back to South America, and just before they had left there’d been a
whiteout and a blizzard, and when the blizzard passed and they went back to the heavilyladen aircraft and went to take off they couldn’t see in the not-very-good visibility that there
was a great big – I was going to say sand dune, but an ice- . . . a snow-drift – half way down
the ski-way (because there was no hard runway in those days), and the first aircraft hit this
very hard and pushed its nose ski up through the pilot . . . near the pilot’s feet. It didn’t injure
the pilot, but it made a right mess. They didn’t feel they could proceed like that. And so the
aircraft was taken . . . couldn’t proceed. They felt they had to return it, obviously, and so
they decided to take it to bits and put it on the ship. We should have left at that point, as soon
as the aircraft had gone, but since this one had failed to go we had to wait while builders and
carpenters built framework to put the fuselage in, and the wings were packed up in cases and
the whole lot was brought back to the ship. We went out round the corner to wait and the
wind came in from the south and the temperature dropped and the sea froze hard all around
us and we couldn’t move. We spent six days like that stuck in the ice and we were very
much afraid that we were going to have to spend a winter there. We were only five or six
miles from base, I think. We could have made it in the winter across the ice all right, but we
weren’t at all sure that we had enough food for all of us. A hundred people on a base that
was carrying about twenty maybe or . . . it would have been a bit of a shock. But as it turned
out by the time the aeroplane was finished – about that time – the wind came round from the
north and the pressure came off the ice and we were able to move again and went round to
pick up the ship [’plane] and took the aircraft in pieces to Montevideo, where it was surveyed
by De Havilland Canada’s service engineer who came down from Canada to look at it, and . .
. [0:37:52] that was another interesting character – we met all sorts of interesting people here
. . . I can’t . . . Ah! Karbe. Herman Karbe, ex-Luftwaffe pilot. And he told me another
interesting story. We’re into history . . . He’d finished the war on the Baltic coast as a pilot
in a squadron of Messerschmitt 262s, which were twin-jet fighters. Our Meteor fighters were
not in service at that time [Probably not strictly true: Me 262 introduced June 30 1944.
Gloster Meteor introduced 27 July 1944. Ref. Wikipedia] but the Germans had these jet
fighters (The engines were not nearly as good as the British ones, I must say, being a RollsRoyce man. They only lasted for a few minutes really, but they did work and the fighter was
quite effective. I believe on one occasion it absolutely massacred a formation of American
bombers.) . . . but they had these things, and they were supposed to be facing East against the
Russians, but they refused to operate because if they delayed . . . No! No! They were
supposed to be facing West against the Americans, or the British. They refused to fly
because they didn’t want to do anything to slow down the Allied advance otherwise they
might have fallen into the hands of the Russians from the other side. So anyway, Herman
was good – Herman the German. Where’ve I got . . . we ought to be in the Antarctic really.
[0:39:15] Tolson:
We’ll just cut there, Simon, at the end of Tape One.
[0:39:20] Tolson:
This is Tape Two with Simon Taylor. Simon, continuing the story of the rescue of the
battered aircraft . . .
Taylor:
Yes. I jumped a bit with Herman Karbe, but I have got actually some photographs here of the
super job that the carpenters in Rothera made of making a cradle to mount the aircraft on
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without doing any damage, and of course they made cases for the wings as well. There’s a
photograph here of the cradle;

there’s a photograph of the aircraft going into the hold, which it would just fit at a diagonal so
that the ends . . . the nose didn’t touch the front of the hatch and the tail – the stub of the tail
didn’t quite hit the back. I think it probably had to go in at a . . . sloping down as well to get
it in. It was all right once it was inside.

And there’s a picture here of it making its way to the ship.
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Aeroplanes must be much lighter than ships, but it doesn’t look as if really it ought to be the
right way up, but it is – sitting on the metal scow, on its cradle with just a launch alongside
which isn’t providing any stability – lashed alongside for propulsion. And that was really
quite a feat of, well, Fidmanship, really. All credit to the Mate, Graham Phippen, who really
made it happen – the side of getting it from the shore to the ship and into the hold. So that
was a little drama for us down at Rothera. [0:40:54]
I’d like to show you some more pictures here just of life in the Wardroom. These go from
my first trip again. In fact there are a couple of life on deck on the way down, I see –
Crossing the Line [0:41:12] – which looks like having been a fairly violent sort of occasion;
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but here we get more civilised. There’s a picture of Mark Stevens the cadet again, and Edwin
Mickleburgh (I only got half his face but he’s very recognisable to those of us that know him)
who was the cameraman I mentioned earlier. [0:41:27]

There’s a picture of the Third Mate ashore – like all of us taking pictures of things, a camera
at the ready, that’s Hugh Monckton at the time,
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and there’s a picture in the Wardroom here of the Chief Engineer [Alan Allison] struggling
with a nut cracker, putting on an act because he’s seen my camera.

A very youthful – sitting next to him at the end of the table – very youthful Stuart Lawrence,
the Master; to the right – or in the picture to the right of Stuart is the Mate, Barry Bromby and
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then, with the jaggety stripes on his sleeve is the Chief Steward, Eric Heathorne. That was a
crowd that some people will know, and those of us that do are happy to remember.
[0:42:20] More pictures . . . One of the guests was a friend of Dick Laws (if I remember
rightly he was a friend) who came down as Expedition Artist, and he was David Smith who
was an instructor in the Chelsea School of Art, I think, doing prints and things. He came
down very enthusiastic . . . enthusiastically painting and drawing and making sketches, and
I’ve a photograph here [0:42:56] showing David at work, standing on the Helicopter Deck
with boots on in the slush of snow at Grytviken, a painting of Grytviken which can be seen in
the picture.

It’s a bit dark, unfortunately, but it shows he was working actually on the spot, under real
conditions. The next two pictures are a bit different. This is an iceberg at Signy, [0:43:33]
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and if you look very tightly [sic] in the middle you can actually see a Gemini on the other
side of it, right through the arch.

It was a complete arch. It had run aground, and it would have been perfectly possible to take
a boat through except that the top might have fallen down on us, so we didn’t – we were
forbidden from doing that sort of thing, and we didn’t. But the boat on the other side actually
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is driven by Jack Tolson, who is making this film at the moment. It’s rather nice for me to
meet him again. And there’s another picture showing us [0:44:05] steaming home after that
event –

Tolson with his bearskin hat on with the ear flaps flapping in the breeze and the arched
iceberg just visible to the right of the boat, on the horizon. It [we] must have been nearly
back at the ship by then.
Because I was taking all these photographs David made me a tremend . . . David Smith the
artist made me a . . . he was quite impressed with all these pictures coming out at the end of
each day’s activity – it was a bit like a sort of a press photographer operation in my cabin at
night – he very kindly said that if I was to give him a set of my photographs that he’d give me
one of his paintings, which he did, and here it is on my wall today. [0:44:53]
It’s been seen before, but the amusing thing is you’ll be able to see the extent of artist’s
licence compared with the pictures you’ve just been looking at of an arched iceberg, which is
the same iceberg from his memory and adaptation in his studio in . . . Eton Court, I think it
was called [Eton Road], in London, just north of Regent’s Park there, where I went to choose
a picture, and that’s the one I chose.
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So, that was more of the life in the Wardroom. I think we’ve looked at a lot of these pictures
now except for the building of Rothera, which we might make a little show of afterwards.
Well, the first two trips down to the Antarctic obviously are the good ones. After that really I
became too busy because I became Second Engineer, so I wasn’t messing about with
photography, and it was still fun – the trips were still fun but I haven’t really any pictorial
record of them.
[0:45:55] When the . . . 1978 . . . it was decided that the Biscoe should be converted for the
Offshore Biological Program, and this involved – she was fairly elderly then, I’d only been
inside her engine room once but it was quite nice, again a diesel-electric job – the sort of
precursor of the Bransfield design, but it was getting pretty worn and in fact I think a
crankshaft broke on the main engine. It was decided that she should have new engines and (it
hadn’t been a total disaster because she had two engines, but . . . ) it wasn’t considered
economic to maintain her any longer in that form and they were going to . . . design . . . put
new engines in, put laboratories in and winches on the after deck and so on, like a stern
trawler, to convert her for this Offshore Biological Program which was the coming thing,
which has been a great success, and so . . . The Chief Engineer at that time left – Bob
Anderson I think – and I got the job, rather unexpectedly. Eric Salmon, the well-liked
personnel officer, came to greet me at the end of our trip on the Bransfield (it must have been
in 1978 I think, probably the beginning of that year, when we got back) and didn’t say ‘Hello,
Simon’ – said ‘Hello, Chief!’, so I knew my next job was going to be the Biscoe. So after
some leave I went off and joined the Biscoe which was in drydock and the engines had
already been taken out and she was being fitted with new engines. I went to see the Captain,
probably Chris Elliott – I’m not certain that it was Chris but I think it was, and the Chief
wasn’t to be seen . . . ‘Oh! He’s down there, round the front of the dock.’ He’d got his nose
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under the bonnet of his car, and that was my first introduction to Stan Jolley, a great character
– tremendous character, who was mending his Lada car. He’d bought an old Lada and he
was keeping it going just to keep his hands in while the dockyard was wrecking his ship.
And that was fun. Yes, Stan – his style was great. When he joined at the end of the first . . .
yes, at some stage anyway he relieved me and I said ‘Shall I show you round?’ (It was midseason) ‘. . . show you what’s what?’ He said ‘I don’t need a handover!’, and he didn’t. He
knew the ship inside out. But we had an interesting time at Liverpool. One time one of the
dockyard supers came down to the thing saying . . . absolutely furious. He’d heard something
and it turned out that all the ship’s brass portholes had gone missing, and this chap – from the
dockyard, to give credit – he made us look through the skip, and sure enough they’d all been
put in the skip and were going to be taken out and sold for profit by somebody not authorised.
So we hauled all those out one evening and put them back on the ship. But, the system had
been . . . the Mate was Andy Baker, and he really deserved an awful lot of credit for the
success of that conversion – absolutely on the ball. He understood all the machinery anyway,
apart from the fact that Stan and I obviously had useful inputs, but he understood what was
going on. Anything he decided didn’t clash with us. And he it was, when we were floating
in the dock he’d done his sums and he’d worked out that the ship wasn’t stable. The
dockyard swore blind it was all right. The naval architect – Bob Cree was the principal’s
name – wasn’t inclined to accept advice from anybody. He thought he was the absolute
authority. And Andy had decided, had discovered that the ship wasn’t really stable enough
with all this extra top weight – big gantry on the after deck and extra accommodation on top
and the labs and all the rest of it, smaller engines than the originals because modern engines
always tend to run faster and be lighter (they’re cheaper that way), and so Andy went up on
the Boat Deck and he’d arranged a couple of oil drums on one side, and he said ‘Watch!’, and
he rolled them to the other side and the ship listed across. And so after that they believed
him, and we had lots and lots of pig iron put into the bilges, all carefully tied up with –
painted up with pitch, until the surveyors and people were satisfied – and Andy – that the ship
would stay the right way up. He was jolly good. Yes, he’s another one we miss. He had a . .
. years later as Mate he had a brain tumour. I think he said he fell about. I wasn’t on the ship
at the time [it happened on the Bransfield at Halley, Ref. my memory] but the Americans sent
a Hercules and had him back in New Zealand within twenty-four hours, I think, and back in
London soon after . . . anyway, he was all right for a year or two after that, but he retired and
he did die young with this tumour. So, that’s him in the history.
[0:52:19] Tolson:
Can we just cut there Simon, just to re-balance the colour?
[0:52:25] Tolson:
Starting on . . . second time on Tape Two.
Taylor:
Right. I was just talking about John Biscoe being converted for offshore biological work.
We thought it was all a terrible fuss that the labs had to be exactly right, but this Chief
Scientist kept coming down and knowing exactly what he wanted and making us put in all
sorts of fussy stuff like air conditioning and things we’d never heard about on John Biscoe,
and this was Barry Heywood, and all credit to him too because he made . . . he jolly well
made that ship a really useful tool (seen from my point of view, and I think probably from his
peers’ point of view as well) – a really useful tool for offshore biological research – OBP as
we called it in those days – Offshore Biological Program . . . kept us all very busy, kept the
ship thoroughly occupied and everybody on the ship, really, interested in what was going on,
which was a success.
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[0:53:30] But having this big gantry built on the after deck and actually trawling for
specimens, and our first trip we took a fishing master from a . . . Hull, I’ve forgotten just now
the name of the major fishing fleet in Hull, but the same people that later went on to run the
fisheries protection vessels in Port Stanley and so on . . . Marrs. I think he was a Marrs man,
but that was it. There we were trying to learn to fish, without much success it has to be said –
we went much better with sort of taking readings of the water and dropping the CTD – or was
it even STD? – salinity, temperature and depth – conductivity, temperature and depth – both
at various times – we did that sort of thing and could understand that and make it work, but
actually catching fish we never quite got the hang of. But as soon as the fishing master had
gone and we’d arrived in Southampton and were crewing up for going south, after our trials,
one of the crew joined the ship and he addressed Captain Elliott as ‘Skipper’, and this wasn’t
. . . it was either to be ‘Sir’ or ‘Captain’. We were not really used to the idea of being
fishermen, and we still wanted our meals in uniform with our stripes on and all that sort of
thing, and waiter service from the stewards, all of which was one of the good things about
sailing with BAS. Some of the good things. So, I don’t know how Captain Elliott coped
with that face to face, but he came in absolutely fuming and he said ‘I couldn’t even say
“This isn’t a bloody fishing boat!”, because it is!’. Which was fun. [laughs].
[0:55:30] So, OBP, yes. That kept us busy on the Biscoe and there I was until eventually it
was such a success that it was decided to go ahead and build the James Clark Ross, which is
the current success as a research ship with the British Antarctic Survey. There are a lot of
stories with the building of the James Clark Ross. At that time the Second Engineer on the
Bransfield was John Donnelly, and maybe about 1990 we’ll say, just before the Biscoe
retired, Stan Jolley being a Chief Engineer retired [actually it was Ray Taylor who retired
from being Chief at that stage – Stan had retired earlier than that. Ref. my memory], and
John Donnelly came across from Second Engineer on the Bransfield to be Chief on the
Biscoe, opposite me (we used to do four months on, four months off – loosely speaking) and I
got on well with him at that stage. He was a forceful character, very entertaining, very
capable. I was really disappointed when John the new Chief got the job of standing by the
building of the James Clark Ross when I considered I’d had a lot of ideas about how the
Biscoe could have been made simpler and cheaper and easier to run and more reliable and so
on if they were building a new version of the same thing. I had made sketches and layouts
and things for machinery, some of which actually came into place on the James Clark Ross,
but by and large the whole thing was about five times the size I envisaged, and goodness
knows how many times the price – but John got the job and he was always very kind to me,
while the ship was building. I visited quite often. I spent the night with him in his digs and
things like this (or rather he arranged digs for me to have another room) and showed me
round the ship as it was building. And of course I knew Nick Beer well (who was the Master
standing by the building of the James Clark Ross). Between them they made a superb job of
it. So I was on the John Biscoe – I remained on John Biscoe basically until the Biscoe came
home in 1991 and was retired when the James Clark Ross was ready to take the following
season. I can’t remember quite how old she was, maybe eighteen months, but John actually
became . . . well, he had an illness which developed, and down in Stanley at Christmas time
he became so ill that he had to be flown out to Montevideo. Nick Beer, the Master, actually
managed to arrange a Hercules flight from . . . (what do they call it? Falkland Islands airport,
anyway – that’s well known, and I can’t think of the name) to Montevideo, and he went into
the British Hospital there, but he . . . the whole . . . I think it was probably an ulcer, but it was
much too far gone for him to survive and he actually died just after Christmas in Montevideo.
So, to my great surprise, having been sent from the John Biscoe as Chief back to Bransfield
as Chief, I found I was hoiked off and sent down to the James Clark Ross, which fortunately I
knew quite well thanks to John’s generosity in having shown me round during the build. It
wasn’t really my cup of tea – such a . . . electronic thing. Everything really depended upon
computers for the propulsion, and computers for keeping all the two different sizes of
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generators working together in parallel successfully and I always had the feeling that . . .
(Fortunately there was a lot for me to do, a hell of a lot of record keeping to do in the planned
maintenance system which also John had had the foresight – John and Nick – to have that
started while the ship was building they built the planned maintenance system, so all the
maintenance was under control, and that kept me very busy while I was there.) . . . . but I
always had this feeling that – fifty cycles AC, you know, in a hundredth of a second the
whole ship could go black, with no warning whatever. It did happen occasionally as well,
and everything stopped. Fortunately because the ship had been running for maybe eighteen
months before I got there – the electrician was brilliant (Norman Thomas), the Second
Engineer was very good (Colin Smith) and we had other . . . you know – the whole team was
really more familiar with it than I was, which wasn’t an ideal position for a chief engineer but
at least it was very reassuring and we managed to operate.
[1:00:54] James Clark Ross was like a floating university. People will still know that now,
but perhaps they won’t in a year or two’s time. This is twenty ten, isn’t it? Superb
laboratories. Sumptuous accommodation for Mess, and messing with the scientists which
was a first. I think that was a success. I liked it because I’d always been inclined to want to
meet the scientists and know what they were doing and so on, so living with them to a larger
extent was a success, in my view. But thank goodness we still kept the uniforms on. I do
think people working in uniform take themselves more seriously. Obviously when we were
in the Engine Room it was just overalls, but we weren’t allowed in for meals without being
dressed up properly, and the meals were good. It was worth coming in for.
[1:01:51] I’ve jolly nearly met my end, haven’t I? Not quite – of course I came to retire. I
went back when the Chief on the Bransfield retired. That would have been Alan Allison I
think. I think that was when I went back from the . . . and a new Chief came from NERC . . .
been on the Darwin and took over the James Clark Ross which was rather similar to the
Darwin but about twice the size and complexity, basically . . . but similar concept. He was
Duncan Anderson. As far as I know he’s still there. And I went back to the Bransfield, and .
. . getting older, I suppose . . . lots of good younger engineers in the system . . . I happened
not to . . . to have a trip . . . when I was 55 I got . . . I got a trip when I had, unusually, not got
on at all well with the Electrician, who was a perfectly competent man but he didn’t like my
style – which was very much Merchant Navy, leave a man to get on with his own job, and he
was Royal Navy, or ex-Royal Navy, and he expected to be told what to do or he got very
offended, he thought he was being neglected. So there was that. The Institute Secretary – I
think that’s probably his title – was Frank Curry at that time. He came and met us in
Grimsby when we got back from the trip. ‘Did you have a good trip, Simon?’ ‘Well, no, I
didn’t actually, in fact I was beginning to think I’d like to retire, but I don’t think I could
afford it.’ ‘Let me look into it’ he said. So about a week later the Master, John Marshall,
came to me and said ‘You know, this retiring thing about you is taking off’. So I said well, I
was thinking of retiring, and I suppose if that’s a decent offer I ought to take it. Because I felt
that the whole pensions thing . . . at that time it was fashionable to retire people early to make
room for the younger people to move up, which was very valid in this situation. They
obviously wanted . . . they’re good engineers – as Seconds and Thirds – and they wanted to
be able to promote them and keep them rather than have them leave looking for promotion
elsewhere. So sure enough a week or two after that back came Frank Curry and said ‘We’ve
worked out the best deal for you, Simon, and it’s Compulsory Early Retirement. You’ll be
leaving in September.’ [laughs] So at that point really my career leaves BAS. I could give
you a little flash further on. One thing I hadn’t mentioned is that I had actually left for a
couple of years in the middle and come back again. When my son was born. So I had some
experience in the . . . at that time I’d gone to work ashore, basically, in Aberdeen, because I’d
hoped to get a job near Grimsby where I live – here – but in fact the nearest job I could get
was in Aberdeen, and that was working in the oil industry, which was always a thing I’d
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wanted to find out about – this strange life going on in the middle of the North Sea. I was
based ashore but some of my work was offshore. I spent probably a week or two at a time
making surveys offshore and I was working as a technical author writing up what I’d found
and making recommendations for what should be done in an emergency, basically. Concrete
Platforms, Flooding, Emergencies Manual. So having done that I found myself retired, with
a pension but insufficient to live on because twenty years isn’t a working life, and so
[1:06:11] I got a job back in Aberdeen for a year or so and after that I was lucky enough to
see a job advertised as Third Engineer in the Northern Lighthouse Board, which really . . .
one could tell another story about that. It was another lovely little organisation. Like BAS
they ran two ships but they weren’t really . . . the ships weren’t the main point. They were
interested in maintaining lighthouses, and BAS was interested in exploring the Antarctic, so .
. . we didn’t have as much autonomy as BAS ships had had, in the old days, because they had
a head office and a superintendent. One of the beauties of BAS was we didn’t have a
Superintendent – it was the Master and the Mate and the Chief Engineer who ran the ship. So
I had another happy seven years with the Northern Lighthouse Board, who I’d recommend to
anybody looking for a follow-up to BAS if they got tired of the four-months trips. It worked
four weeks on, four weeks off, and back with sort-of Highlands-and-Islands-type seamen and
Scottish ways of doing things, which was the way I’d first gone to sea anyway. And now I’m
properly retired, and become History! Shall we stop at that?
[1:07:26] Tolson:
I want to pick up, Simon, on one or two . . . You must have had some fairly worrying
moments which would have reflected on the entire ship . . . on the Biscoe and its propeller for
example.
Taylor:
Yes. I’ll tell the story of that as I see it. The Biscoe. Only eighteen months out of its reengining, and it also had a . . . It went from being diesel-electric to having two engines with a
combining gearbox and a single shaft, and a controllable pitch propeller. And the
controllable pitch propeller, because it was a conversion job, had to fit into the same space as
the previous original sternframe. And the result was, to get the necessary blade angle [should
have been ‘blade area’] to drive the ship in the space available, because the controllable pitch
propeller has a very fat hub (with the mechanism in it for changing the pitch of the blades)
the blades were very wide. They were almost like dinner plates, just tacked on to the hub at
the edge. And we all looked at this thing when it arrived in the dock in Liverpool, and we
said ‘Those blades don’t look strong enough’. And ‘Oh, yes! Yes! We’ve done out
calculations and they’re all according to Lloyds’ Rules.’ And they were. But after eighteen
months one of them snapped off. We went . . . where a broken-down ship should always
break down. We were heading round Cape Horn. We had been going down to the Peninsula,
but a tremendous gale blew up and we spent six days hove to, and it was really pretty
uncomfortable. Everybody was a bit sick and the ship was moving around like nobody’s
business and going nowhere. And then on day six the wind dropped a bit and so we decided
– or the Master, Malcolm Phelps, decided – to speed up and we’d head off south. So we
pushed up the speed and there was a huge BANG and the back of the ship started shaking
around like nobody’s business. And so we stopped. We went down the back, on the inside,
and had a look and there was nothing amiss inside. And so the same Andy Baker (apart from
being a brilliant Mate he was also a diving instructor, and he had his gear with him) – he went
over the stern, with the ship heaving up and down in the swell at the tail end of this storm,
and declared that one of the blades was missing. So we thought about that for a while, while
we were drifting around, and . . . (I think probably were able to hold the head of the ship to
sea using the bow thruster, because that was one of the useful gadgets that had been put in
during the refit for the Offshore Biological Program). During this six-days storm we’d just
been turning the propeller slowly to keep just steerage way, and we’d been remaining off
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Cape Horn all the time – or we were probably fifty miles to the south, the records will show.
I didn’t know as engineer, but I knew Cape Horn was over there somewhere. So what could
we do? And then, what do you do with a broken-down ship off Cape Horn? The same as
everybody’s always done. You turn round and go to Port Stanley – which is what we did. So
we turned the ship round. We put me on the after deck to see how much this stern was
shaking about, and ‘Try a bit more speed. Try a bit more speed. That’s enough!’ – you
know. I didn’t fancy breaking the back end off the ship. We just had to judge it by what it
felt like through the soles of my feet on what we would call the Fishing Deck, at the back.
And so off we went at that speed. We actually made something like half our usual speed
(about six . . . no, six knots is probably more than half the Biscoe’s usual speed, but we made
a few knots home. Five or six knots. I think it was six.), got into Stanley and tied up
alongside. And then of course BAS was faced with a situation it hadn’t had before – a
broken ship, and being fairly amateur ship-owners really they had no means of funding a tug
to take us to drydock, to have the propeller taken off and repaired or whatever. So we
actually spent six weeks in Stanley. I got a part-time job as a gardener (that’s very minor, but
. . .) while BAS were trying to make up their mind what to do. In the mean time Malcolm
Phelps’s mother became seriously ill (she was elderly) and Malcolm flew home to see her
(and she actually died, sadly). But Andy found himself taking over as Master with this
broken-down ship in Stanley harbour. And luckily enough Endurance came in – the old
Endurance which was originally Anita Dan which was also a merchant ship before the Navy
got hold of it, and had merchant-ship-type machinery and so on, and travelled at our sort of
speed, and Andy and they agreed between them that they would tow us to Montevideo, which
was where they were going next. They were quite pleased to make the longest peace-time
tow, they said. I am not quite sure how true that might or might not have been but they towed
us into Montevideo . . . behind the Endurance. Another funny little story there – a different
way of doing things in the Royal Navy: because we were an officer short and Andy didn’t
want to be a watch-keeping Master – you know, with a tow going on there was quite a lot to
think about and look at without trying to keep a watch as well – ‘No trouble!’ said the
Endurance, ‘We’ll lend you an officer to keep watch’. That was fine. This chap came and
joined our wardroom which was all rather fun and interesting, and off we went. After
twenty-four hours they sent over a helicopter and took off our watch-keeping officer and
replaced him with another one. So for our four days, as far as I remember, we had four
different naval officers to take a watch, which was rather fun. And of course we had to turn
the whole ship inside out and find fire parties and goodness knows what to receive this
helicopter. The Biscoe was too small to have a helicopter deck as such, but you could land a
man from a winch. So we all had to become terribly Naval, and do that sort of thing. So that
was really ‘What do you do with a broken propeller blade?’ There’s not much you can do.
We had, while we were in Stanley wondering what to do we’d looked into the possibility of
beaching the ship and changing the propeller [blade] between tides. But there’s not enough
time between tides to do that job. We didn’t have to take the propeller off because the blades
were bolted on and we carried a spare blade. We could have unbolted the blade and put the
other one on, which would have been a bit difficult slinging this thing under . . . because it’s
all underneath the stern, isn’t it? . . . where you could get anything directly above it, but
Lloyds fortunately wouldn’t hear of us flooding the hub with sea water (because we could
have done it if we’d had a, you know, could’ve taken it off and then had a day or two getting
re-organised, or a day maybe, put the next one on a tide or two later. But Lloyds wouldn’t
hear of us letting the sea in – letting the tide flood the thing while the propeller blade was off.
And there was no way we could have done it all in the space of a tide. So the Endurance
towed us up to Montevideo and they put her in drydock there – or we put her in drydock
there. I flew home. Stan Jolley came out. It was time for a changeover anyway. And what
they did in the drydock there was to take off all the blades (found another two were badly
cracked), fit our two spare ones (which . . . we carried two spares) on opposite sides, make up
round plates and blank off the blanks so that Lloyds would be happy the sea wasn’t going to
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get into the other two blades, and took it back to Britain with two blades. And it went quite
well, I think. I’m not sure it didn’t do nine knots, actually. Interesting. So that was my
worst problem at sea, which really I didn’t do anything about, did I? [laughs] Except worry
a bit, and an interesting time going with Malcolm Phelps to visit the retired master of the
Darwin in Stanley to work out where we might . . . which beach we could’ve beached it on
safely, which had a shallow, you know, a decent . . . dried out decently and which was
reasonably level, but I’m afraid I can’t tell you which beach it was, but Malcolm might.
[1:17:04] Tolson:
This is Tape Three, with Simon Taylor.
Simon, you’re privileged (perhaps that’s not the right word but it’s the word I’ll use) to have
sailed as Chief Engineer on all of the three ships – the John Biscoe, the Bransfield and the
James Clark Ross. In an engineering sense how do they compare with one another,
technically?
Taylor:
Right. Yes. That’s right. I believe I was the only person who was Chief on the Biscoe and
the Bransfield and the James Clark Ross – obviously at different times. Funnily enough,
although they look quite different and were quite different the biggest impression I have of
them is similarity. They were all well-built, designed for a purpose and they fulfilled it well.
They were all red, of course, and white above, which was nice, in my time at least, and . . .
(Biscoe started a different colour, but that was before my time). Briefly, I’ll go into them:
The Biscoe, built in 1956, about 220 feet long, originally built diesel-electric with two
propulsion generators generating DC, and a single screw with a fixed pitch, and two DC
auxiliary generators. So that was the way she started life. That was before my time. I visited
her once like that. She struck me as a very nice tidy job, thoroughly fit for purpose – and so
she had proved to be, I believe, until unfortunately – due to old age and one or two other
things her crankshaft broke on one of the engines and it was decided to completely revamp
her – which is when I came to her, when she was being converted. And after that she had two
engines driving a gearbox (they were new engines: they were Blackstones ESL8 – eightcylinder four-stroke engines, driving into the gearbox) – still the single screw but now it had
a controllable pitch propeller. One of the beauties of diesel-electric propulsion is its very
easy to reverse the propeller. With a gearbox a reversing gearbox is a clunky great thing –
you do it with boats but you don’t usually do it with ships, and so we had a controllable pitch
propeller put in. As I mentioned earlier one of the blades fell off the propeller, but that’s by
the bye. She also had a bow thruster (an electric bow thruster) put in at that time, in 1978,
which was a success. That helped to make her more manoeuvrable for biological
experiments at sea – you know – trying to drop a vertical wire for a conductivity, temperature
and depth recorder, and that sort of thing. She had an extra generator put in in ’78 so she then
had three. They were still DC – Direct Current – and so we must have depended on rotary
converters to provide the alternating current for the laboratories and computers and so on.
Bransfield: bigger, 300 feet long, very strong hull. She was beautifully . . . really substantial
construction. She had two big engines, Mirrlees KM8 Majors, that’s eight-cylinder fourstrokes again, driving DC [propulsion] generators and she had a DC propulsion motor. The
speed could be varied electrically, and the direction. It was called a Modified Ward Leonard
System (for those that might understand what that was – it was a method of providing the . . .
controlling the field on the generators and the propulsion motors to get whatever speed and
power and direction you needed). Very unusually that ship, the Bransfield, also had a
controllable pitch propeller as well as the diesel-electric propulsion, which meant that you
were able to go forward with the screw turning in either direction, or more importantly you
could go backwards with the screw turning in either direction. You could either turn in the
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usual direction and reverse the pitch of the blades or you could leave the blades set for going
ahead but reverse the direction of the shaft, which anybody that’s struggled with a motor boat
will probably know – when you’re going backwards the back is more likely to go sideways
than where you want it to, and with the Bransfield you were able to manoeuvre astern by
going a little bit to this side and a little bit to that side, which made her much handier . . .
considering she was much bigger than the Biscoe you could still get her into a place like
Grytviken, which was very difficult for Endurance which didn’t have that advantage. So that
was Bransfield. And . . .
James Clark Ross: more modern. She still had a DC propulsion motor – has, I must say –
but because she was fitted with a bow thruster from new [and she has a stern thruster as
well] she didn’t need the controllable pitch propeller, so they just made a fixed pitch propeller
which is stronger, and more efficient really because the hub doesn’t take up so much room in
the sea and you can have it all blade. And the difference there, being more modern again –
built in 1990 – ’91 maybe – ’90 I think, was that the generators were alternating current.
They weren’t . . . you didn’t have to mess about with special supplies for the labs (or we did,
actually, because they had to be clean, for computers), but they . . .all remained alternating
current, the whole thing was driven with alternating current but the propulsion motor remains
direct current. Thanks to modern high-powered electronics it’s possible to take an alternating
supply and turn it into DC. The main advantage of that is that instead of having two main
engines and three generators you just have four generators, and they make . . . two of them
are big enough to propel the ship and the other two are a handy size for sort of when the
ship’s stopped. And you save a complete engine, which is quite neat. And you can also run .
. . if you’re running at very low power you can just run on one of the small engines, which is
much more economical. So I think, at this distance, bearing in mind I’ve been away from
them for thirteen years now, that’s about as much as I need say. Oh, I was just going to
mention, the James Clark Ross is also 300 feet long. Bearing in mind that she was intended
to be the John Biscoe replacement, and the John Biscoe was very much the smaller ship,
when the specification got more and more involved and more and more all-encompassing the
ship naturally got bigger and bigger on the drawing board, until eventually somebody said
‘You can’t do that! She’s going to be bigger than the Bransfield!’ So you’ll notice that she’s
got a rather blunt nose. [laughs] They managed to stop at that point.
[1:25:24] Oh, I was going to tell you an engineering story, wasn’t I? One of my
recollections – most vivid recollections apart from the propeller blade falling off and standing
on the after deck and judging how much you could wobble the ship before the back fell off,
the other thing was when we were alongside I think probably 40 miles from Halley – high ice
shelf overhanging the deck, and suddenly (We were all off duty, sitting in our cabins in our
uniforms – all the engineers were, anyway. Jack tells me he was actually on deck, but what
happened was . . .) a huge chunk of ice shelf fell off and fell on the deck. The ship shook.
All the moorings parted. It turned out afterwards some of the accommodation was distinctly
bent, and from an engineer’s point of view we were all sitting down the Port alleyway on the
Officers’ Deck, in our cabins, individually, and . . . nothing – before any command or
anything came from anywhere Alan Allison the Chief Engineer shot out of his cabin and just
shouted down the alleyway ‘EMERGENCY!’, and all the doors opened, all the way down –
our cabins – the Engine Room door opened and we went down as fast as we could get in,
spiralling down the staircase. As we came off the bottom of the stairs we just looked to see,
you know – Larry had gone over to that engine so I went over to the other one, as Fourth.
Somebody else went to the seawater valves and the Second and the Chief went into the
Control Room, and we had the whole . . . and the Lecky came down and started up the
propulsion exciters (for this Ward Leonard system), and we had the whole thing on line and
going in a very short time. I don’t know whether Jack might remember how long, but it . . . I
can’t remember whether it was half a minute or two minutes, but it was damn quick,
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whatever it was, and Alan Allison would tell you how many seconds because he had it . . . he
was very proud of that performance, and so were the rest of us.
[1:27:32] Tolson:
And quite rightly too, because it was a very . . . very frightening moment. I do remember it
very well indeed. Simon, that’s been a tremendous interview and thank you very much.
I just want to finally ask you about Old Fid Jimmy Wilson, and what he really means to you.
Taylor:
Yes. Well. Before I ever went to sea, when I was working in the Highlands, or even before I
was working, as soon as my father moved up to the Highlands in 1965, one of the characters
in Dundonnell (which is close to Ullapool – it’s on Little Loch Broom) . . . one of the
characters, who used to appear every Northern Summer, was Jim Wilson, and he was a Fid. I
learned then what a Fid was – he went to the Antarctic and he worked . . . he spent his
summers building or mending generators or something on the British bases in the Antarctic,
and when he was on leave in the northern summer he used to come to Dundonnell, year after
year. And in fact Jim . . . eventually BAS decided he was really too old to keep coming every
year and they encouraged him not to come again, so he took himself to Australia and went to
the Australian Antarctic survey, I think it’s ANARES or something like that, and he ended up
on Macquarie Island for a couple of seasons as well. When he got fed up with that, as I think
he began to feel he was getting a little bit elderly as well and actually he didn’t . . . it has to be
said . . . one thing he found on Macquarie was the Antarctic S . . . the Australians used to pay
very well for people on their bases, and the result was you had [1:29:29] people sitting there
in their bases sort of marking off the calendar – they were only there to gain money and they
were hating every minute of it, whereas on the British bases nobody was paid an awful lot
and they (initially they were all paid the exactly the same amount – the base commander got
the same as the cook, but that’s going way back). . . but people were there because they
wanted to be there and it was a totally different atmosphere – so that’s probably the reason he
only did a couple of seasons, I think, with the Australians. He then bought a small motorbike
(it was a Honda, he told me, with a two-speed back axle or whatever – you know, double
ratio like a Land-Rover) and he took it round the bush, camping and travelling round
Australia for a while, and then eventually re-appeared back in Dundonnell and went to live in
a caravan right beside the shore, with a nice little vegetable patch, and there he still is, at the
age of 78. So Jim’s been an old friend, from ’65 to 78. [1965 to 78 years old] And also he
took a very strong fancy to my sister, but that . . . nothing quite came of that but it remained a
strong attachment, particularly on his side, and unfortunately my sister has since died, but Jim
still . . . he comes in . . .my mother still lives up there and Jim will call on her once or twice a
week, and when I go up I see him still. Last time was about three weeks ago. Oh, I forget to
say, the great thing about Wilson of the Antarctic, as he became to be known to some of the
Fids, was that after returning from his Australian career he got a job with the Commonwealth
Institute and he used to . . . for years and years he used to go around in his van, staying in
bed-and-breakfasts and visiting schools, giving slide shows about the Antarctic to primary
schools. So, he’s got some good pictures. He’d be a good chap for somebody to go and
archive. 78, so do it soon! O.K.
[1:31:45] Tolson:
Simon, thank you very much indeed.
[1:32:03] END
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